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FAQS 

Can I hire you just to design my logo? I know exactly what I want! 

I don’t offer logo design on its own, and here is why: It’s important to me that 
every client walks away equipped with a complete and cohesive brand identity 
that reflects their authentic brand personality and intentions. Your logo is the 
centerpiece of your identity, and it’s extremely important that it has all the right 
ingredients baked in – personality, intention, position, etc. That takes getting to 
know your brand, diving deep into what makes it tick, and crafting a supporting 
visual system – not just designing a logo that looks nice! 
www.hellohappen.com/services  

How long does your process take? 

My design process takes 3–6 weeks, depending on the package you select. 

I also schedule every client at least two weeks in advance before I design 
anything. That gives you time to complete my initial questionnaires about your 
brand, and gather some visual inspiration for me if you want. It also gives me 
time to prepare a creative brief and moodboard for your brand.  

Can I book you tentatively for next month?  

Designing your brand identity is a big commitment! When I commit, I expect that 
you are committing as well. I require the first half-payment in order to book your 
session. Once that first payment is made, and the dates are set, you are booked 
100%! 

What if I’m not happy with the designs? 

I want you to love your brand identity, and feel comfortable working with me. We 
have plenty of time for revisions and adjustments to the designs, and I’ll work 
collaboratively with you to critique them and make them perfect. If at any point 
you’re unsatisfied, I will refund 80% of your investment to date, no hard feelings.    

Do you ever work with teams of people, or just one-on-one? 

I am happy to work with small teams on a brand strategy and design. I just need a 
single point of contact to coordinate logistics and make executive decisions. 

If you need help getting everyone on the same page, I also offer a half-day 
facilitated workshop for small teams, to introduce the basics of branding and to 
guide a discussion. We use a consensus building method to gather everyone’s 
ideas and vision for the brand. I distill the conversation into a brand brief for your 
team, and work with you to refine it. I make recommendations and suggestions. I 
do need a designated point person who can make executive decisions. Ultimately 
this should be YOUR brand, not mine! 

Who took your photos?  

My husband, Chris Chymiy, is an experienced videographer, photographer, and 
animator, and he’s super talented at doing portraits and showcase videos for 
entrepreneurs. He’s also the funniest and kindest person you could ever meet, 
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and he will make you laugh – which is perfect if you want those fun, carefree, 
happiness-filled photos for your biz. If you live in the Denver area and hire him to 
do your brand photos, I will be there to handle brand styling. 
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